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and design & property 
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foodiesfirst
Land local for comfort food and  
creative flavour this winter in Greythorn

at a glance

SOUL



Welcome to the first edition of Greythorn Central’s fresh 
lifestyle magazine SOUL. We give you an in-depth view into 
the Greythorn/Balwyn North community where people meet 
to celebrate all things health, wealth and wonderful. 

In short, we explore the SOUL of an eclectic group of people 
driven by flavour, fun and endless possibility.

Offering a wide range of health and beauty, fitness, 
professional, design, real estate, educational services and 
delicious foodie options, Greythorn Central provides first-rate 
alternatives for modern-day eastern suburbs people. Small 
enough to facilitate person to person care but large enough 
to thrive on diversity, Greythorn Central provides premium 
inner-city dwelling for savvy singles, young families, and 
retirees with flair.     

Life is worth living here, where you’ll discover  
the difference daily. 

Greythorn/Balwyn North provides excellent educational, 
shopping and recreational opportunities for all. This edition 
of SOUL includes a chat with the prep girls at Middle Eastern 
institution Dunyazad (plus dish of the day), top tips to make 
your home hot property this winter from First National 
Real Estate and creative interior colour combinations from 
Decorator Curtains & Blinds and My Favourite Things @ 
Greythorn. You’ll also find out how to look after your eyes, 
hair and skin from Boroondara Eyecare and Peter Ho 
Optometry, Bel Air Hairdressing and Dianna Leigh, plus 
there’s a Greythorn Community Hub feature, fitness tips and 
Kid’s Club inside. 

This is your local bi-annual magazine discussing what it 
means to be a Greythorn/Balwyn North native with SOUL. 

Enjoy, and watch out for the SOUL summer edition. Until then.

First National Real Estate Principal Joseph Yap believes that 
winter can be just as profitable for sellers as summer. SOUL 
asked him how 3103 and 3104 home-owners can become 
pro-active participants in creating their real estate investment 
dreams. 

“Even though the number of homes for sale decreases 
during the cooler months and there are fewer buyers about, 
people buying and selling in the market place tend to be 
more decisive in winter and are potentially willing to pay 
more to get the deal done. Despite there being fewer homes, 
homeowners should still invest in making their homes shine 
in winter,” says Joseph.

So, what can you do to attract the right buyer at the right 
price over the cooler months? Firstly, try accessorising 
interiors with an earthy palette of autumn pinks, olive greens 
and burnt orange and ‘rug up’ rooms that have hard floor 
surfaces. (It’s all about comfort and cosiness!) Keep the 
blinds open to allow sunlight to filter through and turn the 
lamps on too. Ensure the heat has been turned on prior 
to inspection for ultimate potential buyer wellbeing and 
relaxation. (No-one wants to purchase a home when they 
are cold and shivering!) Property exteriors should be well 
maintained as winter weather can play havoc with windows, 
pathways, drains and gutters and adding colour to your 
garden and entertaining areas plus placing a gorgeous 
welcome mat outside the front door means first impressions 
will make a lasting impact. 

Call Joseph on 8595 2481  
to find out more.

EVERY DAY, IN EVERY WAY

GREYTHORN’S 
GOT SOUL

DONCASTER ROAD IN GREYTHORN/BALWYN NORTH

PROPERTY EXCHANGE 3103, 3104

WHAT’S HOT & 
WHAT’S NOT

Local traders

A & C FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS 
264C DONCASTER RD / 0425 161 122
ALDI 
313 DONCASTER RD / 03 9904 3212
APEX MACRO 
LEVEL 1, 279 DONCASTER RD / 1300 003 888
ATLANTIC SEAFOOD FISH & CHIPS 
325 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 7536

BARE BELLA BEAUTY 
SUITE 3A, 291 DONCASTER RD / 0425 765 971
BEACON LIGHTING 
304 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 3764 
BEL AIR HAIRDRESSING 
2/308 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 6896
BIT LOUD DIGITAL 
SUITE A, 264 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 3488

BITE ME 
323A DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 3483
BOROONDARA EYE CARE 
264 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 4100
BRADLEY LAWYERS 
2/296 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 6999
BROWNS  BODY CORPORATE 
HARRINGTON AVENUE / 03 9039 5611
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Who wants to exercise over winter? There’s the rain, hail and 
wind – plus those early morning dark starts at the gym can 
be daunting. But keeping fit in the chill doesn’t have to be all 
frowns and shivering. Some of Greythorn’s top fitness experts 
have ways of making you want to move and groove so you’ll 
being feeling fabulous for spring and summer. 

Brendan Rigby from Inspire Fitness for Wellbeing says “setting 
attainable goals and staying focused is really important. 
Always schedule your exercise time and don’t miss it whether 
it’s at the gym or outside - and once you’ve achieved a goal be 
sure to record it. It will make you more motivated to achieve 
the next one. Following a satisfying routine and recording your 
outcomes is vital to staying on track, while trying new forms of 
exercise ensures you stay enthusiastic. Once you start and see 
the results, drive and motivation increase.”

Alanna Vardy from Evolution Fitness Centre concludes. 
“Training with a friend keeps you accountable, while finding 
an activity you love (think circuit training, boxing, Pilates, yoga) 
keeps you enthusiastic. If it’s too dark to go for a run before or 
after work, try a walk around the block on your lunch break. 
If your winter food cravings are getting you down, increase 
your protein, green vegetables and omega 3 as this will help 
increase your energy levels. Planning weekly meals ahead so 
you don’t make poor choices when you’re over tired works 
well too.”

Mojo activated!

COLD 
WEATHER 
MOJO
NOT WINTER FIT?
GYM EXPERTS  
HAVE THE TIPS

Let’s face it, winter can severely traumatise your hair and 
skin.  There’s the staying inside with the central heating 
turned up high, the overuse of curling wands and dryers on 
already tired and sunshine deprived hair and the feeling that 
dry and flaky skin is here to stay. SOUL spoke with a couple 
of Greythorn Central’s beauty experts on how to keep your 
crowning glory and dermis soft, supple and sleek over winter 
and heading into spring.

Dianna Leigh says your diet and drinking habits play a big 
part in keeping skin hydrated when forced to stay inside over 
the cooler months. She explains. “It’s very important to find 
the right skincare product for your skin type – one with an 
effective delivery system and preferably a cosmeceutical. 
Regular facials (once a month) over winter will help 
rejuvenate and regenerate, while it’s important to maintain 
a regular homecare skin regime including drinking plenty 
of water and eating fresh fruits and vegetables.” Madeleine 
Jorgensen from Bel Air Hairdressing continues. “Switch over 
to an oil-based moisturiser in winter to lock in extra moisture 
and use a serum on static attracting hair. A weekly hydrating 
treatment can be very helpful in maintaining shine, while 
leaving your conditioner on for longer before rinsing will add 
softness. As far as colour goes, ditch the cooler shades like 
platinum blonde and go for warmer hues like browns and 
reds.”

Walk out of winter with a spring in your step at Greythorn 
Central where your hair and skin is free to sheen.

HAIR AND 
SKIN SHEEN

BODY + 
SOUL 
BEAUTY 
BAR

CAFFÉ ROMEO 
319 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 6625
CHEF IN A BOX 
307 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 9010
COMFORT FEET 
SHOP 4/296-302 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 6668
COMMERCIAL CONTROL 
268 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 4277

CREATIVE WRITE IT 
1B SYLVANDER RD / 03 9912 0957
CULLEN BUILDING GROUP 
1C AGNES AVENUE / 0404 896 819
DAVID GROOMING FOR MAN 
1 SYLVANDER STREET / 03 9857 7609
DECORATOR CURTAINS & BLINDS 
290 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 7884

DESIGNER HAIR STUDIOS 
286 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 4870
DIANNA LEIGH 
LEVEL 1, 285 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 4484
DOBSONS 
274 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 3366
DUNYAZAD 
329 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 8778
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Why are the prep girls at Dunyazad so important Raf?
We wouldn’t have any of the dishes without them! They prepare everything 
for the chefs to come in and create. They are first in the kitchen and spend 
all day exploring flavours. They also suggest new recipes. You should try 
Nawal’s eggplant salad. It’s so good!”

What do you love about working in the Dunyazad kitchen Nawal?
Lebanese flavours are so lovely, and I enjoy working with the other girls 
Pierette, Maro, Neveine and Nelly. The flavour combinations are what sets 
us apart. Parsley, lemon, garlic, onion, cumin, coriander and almonds. Our 
mixed spice has more than seven spices in it. My eggplant salad includes 
roasted eggplant, pomegranate, tomato, chilli and garlic for starters…

Is experience the key to creating great dishes Nawal?
Yes. I’ve worked overseas, in Sydney and Melbourne and have been cooking 
for 30 years. We work by instinct. On a busy Saturday night our chef cooks 
more than 200 meals so everything must be prepared and full of spice.

How long have you been cooking Nelly?
I was brought up in the kitchen. I love to eat, so I love to cook!

And Pierette? You are the youngest of the prep girls. 
I grew up in the kitchen too and everything we make here is so delicious, 
but it’s hard work! We go through up to 20 kilos of onions a week and can 
chop up to 140 tomatoes a day by hand.

And Maro?
We spend six hours preparing every day and can go through up to 20 decks 
of parsley, but the reward is in the dishes.

GREYTHORN STRIP CULINARY UPDATE
We love food in Greythorn Central, so SOUL thought you’d like to hear about the 
fabulous array of international foodie offerings which are just around your corner. 
Italian, Japanese, Malaysian, Thai, Chinese and Middle Eastern flavours connect for 
brunch, lunch and afternoon grazing, while in-house evening dining offers delightful 
bites from across the globe. Ambience comes free of charge. 

Enjoy our chat with part-owner Raf and his ‘prep girls’ who are  
the heart and SOUL of Lebanese wonder Dunyazad.  
And try the vine leaves dish – it’s yum!

Q&A WITH RAF AND 
THE PREP GIRLS 
FROM DUNYAZAD 

ELITE MYOTHERAPY  
317 DONCASTER RD / 03 9826 2006
EVOLUTION FITNESS CENTRE 
2A TANNOCK STREET / 03 9857 3755
FIRST NATIONAL REAL ESTATE LAZARIDES & YAP 
SUITE 1, 291 DONCASTER RD / 03 8595 2481 
FOODWORKS 
293-295 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 8278

GATE HEALTH AND WELLBEING 
LEVEL 1, 285 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 4484
GAY WIGHTMAN SCHOOL OF BALLET  
1ST FLOOR 309 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 5405 
GREEKERY  
327 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 5321
GREYTHORN AMCAL PHARMACY 
297-301 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 7363

Local traders

GREYTHORN BREAD & CAKE KITCHEN 
289 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 4744 
GREYTHORN CELLARS 
309-311 DONCASTER RD  / 03 9857 9876
GREYTHORN DRYCLEANERS 
281 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 9284
GREYTHORN MILK BAR 
323 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 7731

YES 
CHEF!

DUNYAZAD ‘PREP GIRLS’: PEIRETTE, NELLY AND NAWAL.

DUNYAZAD DISH OF THE DAY - WARAK ENAB (VINE LEAVES)

DUNYAZAD 
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Everyone knows they should wear sunglasses in summer, but did you know that there are plenty of ultraviolet rays in 
winter too which can have serious consequences to eye health? And did you know that dry eyes can be a real problem 
with all that extra screen time you’re enjoying as you while away the wintry weather?

Paula Monaco from Boroondara Eyecare says “eyes can become dry and irritated by 
outside elements such as wind and inside by heating which removes moisture from the 
air and causes them to become itchy and fatigued.  It’s wise to use drops regularly 
to keep them lubricated especially if you work in front of a computer screen. 
Regular eye check-ups are paramount.”

Julie Pollock from Peter Ho Optometry continues. “People don’t blink as much 
when they are sitting in front of a computer, television or hand-held device. 
You should always be consistent with using drops throughout the day. One 
application is not enough. There are many anti-reflective lens coatings which 
can aid in eye health and you should always wear sunglasses outside whether 
it’s summer or winter.”  

Food for thought for those of you enjoying the snow – snowy conditions 
can double the sun’s effect because UV enters your eyes from above and is 
reflected off the snow as well. So, get yourself sorted at one of Greythorn’s 
optometrists/eyewear specialists with a pair of designer cool sunglasses and 
wear them all year round. The windows to your SOUL will thank you for it. 

THE PROFESSIONALS 
THE EYES HAVE IT

Whether you’re searching for interior design ideas or that 
perfect colour coordinated outfit, Greythorn delivers on expert 
and adventurous creative consultation.

2018 Pantone Colour of the Year is ultra violet, but as Maria 
Kyriakos from My Favourite Things @ Greythorn explains, 
not everyone follows the pantone trend. “Fashion is always 
the colour decider, which then spreads out into interior 
design. Because purple is a shade that doesn’t always gel 
with everyone, we’ve seen the emergence of lilacs, hot pinks 
and greys in homewares this winter. The clothes (including 
the gorgeous soft woollen wraps we have instore) have been 
darker. Burgundy, maroon, greys and black. The trade fair is just 
around the corner. I’ll be finding out which colours are going to be 
big for next year so stay tuned.”

Stefan Collard from Decorator Curtains & Blinds gives us a 
glimpse of interior colour combinations for soft furnishings and 
curtains. “Taupe, cream, grey and ultra violet have been big 
this winter as far as soft furnishings go. Textured cushions with 
raised fabrics change up your interior without much effort and 
the result can be dramatically different. Sheer curtains have 
made a big comeback and provide warmth and sophistication 
while keeping things private. Open weave linen-look curtains, 
pelmets to keep in heat and double-glazing blinds in neutral 
tones are incredibly popular too.”

If you’re in need of an interiors or homewares/fashion update or 
mini-makeover, Greythorn Central’s design movers and shakers 
can give you the info you need to get your home or outfit right 
on trend. SOUL satisfying!

DESIGNING LIFE
CREATIVE COLOUR COMBINATIONS 
FROM GREYTHORN’S FINEST 

GREYTHORN POST, LOTTO AND NEWS 
272 DONCASTER RD / 03 98579894
GREYTHORN SANDWICH CAFÉ 
296 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 8077
HAIR BY HARDEEP 
SUITE 3, 291 DONCASTER RD / 0433 733 068
H & R BLOCK 
282 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 4217

I LASH & BROW 
1B AGNES AVENUE /  0426 566 206
INSPIRE FITNESS FOR WELLBEING 
317 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 3007
INSTYLE HAIR & BEAUTY 
300 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 5997
JOLLY MILLER 
315 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 4603 

KUNYIT RESTAURANT 
283 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 3292
KX PILATES & BARRE BALWYN NORTH 
LEVEL 1, 296 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 4777 
MACH & ASSOCIATES BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS 
LEVEL 1, 279 DONCASTER RD / 03 9999 5945 
MAZARK & ASSOCIATES PTY LTD ARCHITECTS 
LEVEL 1, 288 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 5511

DUNYAZAD ‘PREP GIRLS’: PEIRETTE, NELLY AND NAWAL.

DUNYAZAD DISH OF THE DAY - WARAK ENAB (VINE LEAVES)

DUNYAZAD 
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For those of you who haven’t been to Centre Way in Balwyn 
North (just behind Greythorn Central) lately, things have 
changed! An amazing transformation of the area has occurred 
and it’s the Greythorn/Balwyn North residents who are set to 
benefit.

Housing a range of professional services in the one spot, the 
contemporary and streamlined Greythorn Community Hub 
brings an extensive range socialising and community first 
opportunities for people of all ages. With the major focus on 
providing the community with flexible and convenient  
on-demand amenities, the new Greythorn Community Hub 
hits all the right targets for delivering real-time modern 
convenience, while being situated just off Doncaster Road 
means easy access whether you’re walking from around the 
corner or driving through from Doncaster or Balwyn. 

Greythorn Community Hub has been open for business since 
late July and brings together a range of services and programs 
for the whole community.  There will be a grand opening on 
September one from 10am until 1pm and you’re all invited to 
this free community event. There’ll be fantastic activities for 
everyone including live music and entertainment, table tennis, 
virtual reality experiences, children’s art activities and the 
opportunity to explore your brilliant new local gathering place. 

Here’s a taste of what’s in store.

First cab off the rank is the Greythorn Library Lounge which 
is Boroondara’s first new library for 38 years! This mini library 
service provides a quiet reading or study space with computer 

access and WIFI, plus you can order, pickup and return books 
from across the Boroondara library network. Next in line is the 
new North Balwyn RSL and its memorabilia collection, a new 
neighbourhood house which offers programs for all ages, and 
the Greythorn Early Childhood Centre which has expanded 
to offering 76 places with a new 15 place occasional care 
service delivered. The Greythorn Maternal and Child Health 
Centre now has two nurses while Greythorn’s Community 
Support and Wellbeing Services including counselling, 
podiatry, occupational and speech therapies, pathology and 
dietetics provides fabulous one spot healthcare accessibility. 
Community meeting spaces including a large multi-purpose 
room are available for hire through Trentwood at the Hub too.

So, there you have it people. Greythorn/North Balwyn finally 
has its own central hub where you can meet and greet other 
members of our tight knit community. Bringing all ages 
together, this space aims to connect generations and create 
opportunities while delivering service with a smile. 

Now that’s what we call SOUL.

HUB GETS 
COMMUNITY 
PUMPING

Local traders

MOO MARKETING & DESIGN 
UNIT 2, 291 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 5550
MY FAVOURITE THINGS @ GREYTHORN 
305 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 5565
THE MOBILITY STORE 
294 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 9809
NAKANAKA 
270 DONCASTER RD / 03 8596 1930

PAUL’S POOL SHOP 
308 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 6911
PERFORMANCE EDGE PSYCHOLOGY 
264C DONCASTER RD / 0455 295 288
PETER HO EYE CARE PLUS OPTOMETRY 
298 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 4701
PIZZA EATS 
321A DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 3999

PROGRESSIVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
299 DONCASTER RD / 03 8678 3912
QUEEN BROWS 
LEVEL 1, 285 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 4484
RED LANTERN 
327A DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 9988
REGENT ESTATE AGENTS 
266 DONCASTER RD / 0430 133 425

ARTIST IMPRESSION OF GREYTHORN COMMUNITY HUB
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This segment is all about what’s going on in your 
community and we thought we’d kick it off by having a 
chat with Danny Yu from Greythorn Central’s Australia Post 
to find out just what’s being despatched.

With much amazement, we found that both interstate and 
overseas mail recipients were opening packages full of 
diverse product including things that sting! Bees! Yes bees! 
Danny says there have been a few boxes of buzzing black 
and yellow fuzzed up honey creators sent interstate. You 
can even send them overseas as long as your package 
meets with all the requirements of the country you are 
sending them to. He explains. “It can be quite scary when 
you are dealing with bees. You need to make small holes 
for them to breathe. You don’t want to make them too big 
for obvious reasons. Stick insects have been posted too.”

Other strange things include luggage (it can cost you less 
to post it than take it on the aeroplane), big boxes of chips, 
Indonesian noodles sent to Japan and underwear. Tim 
Tams go a long way too, often landing in Italy and America.  

Who would of thought?

SEND ME 
YOUR BEES 
PLEASE!

Greythorn Central’s got it going on for the 
kids this winter. Join Amy and her team 
of creative tutors for their weekly Creative 
Writing Club or for private mentorship in 
an environment that screams story. After 
coming off the back of their successful 
school holiday programs discussing book 
bibles and how professionals put them 
together, the Creative Write-it team is all 
set to get you scribing.

Greythorn/North Balwyn ballet dancers 
get the nod at one of Australia’s longest 
established ballet schools the Gay 
Wightman School of Ballet. Teaching ballet, 
jazz, character, contemporary, tap, funk, hip 
hop (the list goes on), this Greythorn Central 
stayer continues to provide the highest 
calibre dance classes for fun, or for the 
student who wishes to make a career out 
of dancing. 

If that’s not enough to keep your little 
one busy take a quick walk to Woodville 
Street and visit children’s physical fitness 
education program Leaping Lizards. It’s 
great for getting kids active and social plus 
they offer birthday celebration packages 
that get the party started. 

Email our editor Liz Rogers at 
ink2horn@gmail.com

WHAT’S ON FOR KIDS IN THE AREA

KID’S CLUB

CREATIVE WRITING CLUB

BALLET LESSONS

LEAPING LIZARDS PROGRAM

ROXANNE FASHIONS 
280 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 4411
SALON EMBEE 
LEVEL 1, SUITE 4, 289-291 DONCASTER RD / 03 9841 9163
SECOND THOUGHTS 
268 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 5968
SUBWAY 
SHOP 2, 308 DONCASTER RD / 03 9816 4446
SUSHI CAFÉ 
292 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 3008

STONE GURU 
276 DONCASTER RD  / 03 9857 7778
THE DENTAL ROOM 
333 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 3988
THE GODFATHER 
278 DONCASTER RD / 0456 231 339
TOP DIGITAL COLOUR 
1A SYLVANDER STREET / 03 9816 4788
TRAVELLING BANDIT 
287 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 8300

VIVA LA FRUIT 
291 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 8882
WARDIKA CONCEPT SALON AND SPA 
285 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 5146
WELL BY DESIGN 
279 DONCASTER RD / 03 9857 8807
WESTPAC 
277 DONCASTER RD / 03 8892 5666
YOURS, NOW MINE OP SHOP 
321 DONCASTER RD /  0439 404 127
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COMMUNITY 
STORIES

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING YOU 
WOULD LIKE TO SHARE IN THE NEXT 
EDITION OF SOUL?



Halloween at
Greythorn 

Wednesday 31 October 2018

Don’t miss the many shopping and promotional specials on the day.  Stay on after the lolly 
giveaway and enjoy our many fun activities, or have dinner at any of the great eateries at 

Greythorn Central.  Start your adventure at any end of the strip.

LOLLY GIVEAWAYS UNTIL 6PM • SHOW RIDES • FACE PAINTING • PHOTO BOOTH
BALLOON CLOWN • LOTS OF PRIZES • COMMUNITY FOOTPATH STALLS

All the fun of a spooky fair

Come dressed in your favourite spooky costume 
and enjoy our fun family entertainment!  

DONCASTER ROAD, NORTH BALWYN

4PM TO 8PM


